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June 2.

	

8.30 A . m. - Start for Monadnock.
Between Shirley Village and Lunenburg, I notice,

in a meadow on the right hand, close to the railroad,
the Kalmia glauca in bloom, as we are whirled past .
The conductor says that he has it growing in his gar-
den . Blake joins me at Fitchburg . Between Fitchburg
and Troy saw an abundance of wild red cherry, now
apparently in prime, in full bloom, especially in burnt
lands and on hillsides, a small but cheerful lively white
bloom .

Arrived at Troy Station at 11 .5 and shouldered
our knapsacks, steering northeast to the mountain,
some four miles off, -its top . It is a pleasant hilly
road, leading past a few farmhouses, where you already
begin to snuff the mountain, or at least up-country
air . By the roadside I plucked, now apparently in
prime, the Ribes Cynosbati, rather downy leaved, arid,
near by, the same with smooth berries .

	

I noticed, too,
the Salix lucida, by the roadside there on high land ;
the S . rostrata, etc ., were common .

Almost without interruption eve had the mountain in
sight before iis,-its sublime gray mass-that antique,
brownish-gray, Ararat color. Probably these crests of
the earth are for the most part of one color in all lands,
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that gray color of antiquity, which nature loves ; color of
unpainted wood, weather-stain, time-stain ; not glaring
nor gaudy ; the color of all roofs, the color of things that
endure, and the color that wears well ; color of Egyptian
ruins, of mummies and all antiquity ; baked in the sun,
done brown. Methought I saw the same color with
which Ararat and Caucasus and all earth's brows are
stained, which `vas mixed in antiquity and receives a
new coat every century ; not scarlet, like the crest o£ the
bragrging cock, but that hard, enduring gray ; a terrene
sky-color ; solidified air with. a tinge of earth.'
The red elder was in full bloom by the road, appar-

ently in prime.
We left the road at a schoolhouse, and, crossing a

meadow, began to ascend gently through very rocky
pastures . Previously an old man, a mile back, who lived
on a hilltop on the road, pointed out the upper corner of
his pasture as a short way up . Said he had not been up
for seven years arid, looking at our packs, asked, "Are
you going to carry them up?" "Well," said lie, with a
tone half of pity and half regret, adding, "I shall never
go up again ."

Here, at the base, by the course of a rocky rill, where
we paused in the shade, in moist ground, I saw the
Tiarella cordifolia, abundant and apparently in prime,
tivith its white spike sometimes a foot and more high;
also the leaves of the Geranium Robcrtianum, emitting
their peculiar scent, v°ith the radical reddish tinge, not
yet budded . The cress in the water there was quite

' Best view of mountain about two and a half wiles ttua side of

s111 utnit.
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.rgrecable to our taste, and methinks would be good to
cat fresh Nvith bread .
The neighboring hills began to sink, and entering the

wood we soon passed Fassett's shanty, - he so busily al.
work inside that he did not see us,-and we took our
dinner by the rocky brook-side in the woods just above .
A dozen people passed us early in the afternoon, while
we sat there, men and women on their Avay down from
the sununit, this suddenly very pleasant clay after a lour-
ing one having attracted them. «'e rnet a main (appar-
ently an Indian or Canadian half-breed) and a boy, with
guns, -,vho had been up after pigeons but only killed five
crows .

Thereabouts first I noticed [lie Ibbc.s prostratum,
abundantly in bloom, apparently in prime, with its
pretty erect racemes of small flowers, sometimes pur-
plish with large leaves . There, too, the hrilliuna cry-
throca,rpu7rc, now in prime, was conspicuous, - three
white lanceolate waved-edged petals with a purple base .
This the handsomest flower of the mountain, coexten-
sive with the wooded sides . Also the Viburnu,7u lanta-

7toicles, apparently in prime, with its large and showy
white enter florets, reminding me by its marginal flower-
ing of the tree-cranberry, coextensive with last ; and
Urularia grandiflora, not long begun to bloom . Red
elder-berry not open, apparently, there ; and J77zela77.-
chier Canadeusi.s var . Potryapia7n not 1011, in bloom .

Having risen above the dwarfish woods (ire which
mountain-ash was very common), which reached higher
ill) along this ravine than elsewhere, and nearly all the
visitors liaving descended, we procccdcd to frock a place
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for and to prepare our camp at mid-afternoon .

	

`\e
wished it to be near water, out of the way of the wind,
which was northwest, and of the path, and also near to
spruce trees for a bed .

	

(There is a good place if you
would be near the top within a stone's throw of the
summit, on the north side, under some spruce trees .) We
chose a sunken yard in a rocky plateau on the southeast
side of the mountain, perhaps half a mile from the sum-
mit, by the path, a rod and a half wide by many more
in length, with a mossy and bushy floor about five or six
feet beneath the general level, where a dozen black
spruce trees grew, though the surrounding rock: was
generally bare . There was a pretty good spring within
a dozen rods, and the western wall shelved over a foot
or two . We slanted two scraggy spruce trees, long since
bleached, from the western wall, and, cutting many
spruce boughs with our knives, made a thick bed and
walls on the two sides to keep out the wind. Then,
putting several poles transversely across our two rafters,
we covered [them] with a thick roof of spruce twigs, like
shingles. The spruce, though harsh for a bed, was close
at hand, we cutting away one tree to make room . We
crawled under the low eaves of thus roof, about eighteen
inches high, and our extremities projected about a foot .
Having left our packs here and made all ready for the

night, we went up to the summit to see the sun set . Our
path lay through a couple of small swamps and then up
the rocks . Some forty or fifty rods below the very apex
southeast, or quite on the top of the mountain, I saw a
little bird flit out from beneath a rock close by the path
on the left of it, where there were only very Few ,( , sacred
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dwarf black spruce about, and, looking, I iound a nest
with three eggs . It was the Fringilla hyemalis, which
soon disappeared around a projecting rock . It was near
fly a conspicuous spruce, sit or eight feet high, on the
Nvest edge of a sort of hollow, where a vista opened south
over the precipice, and the path ascended at once more
steeply . The nest was sunk in the ground by the side of
a tuft of grass, and was pretty deep, made of much fine
dry grass or sedge (?) and lined with a little of a delicate
bluish hair-like fibre (?) (q . v .) two or three inches long .
The eggs were three, of a regular oval form, faint bluish-
white, sprinkled with fine ]tale-brown (lots, in two of the
three condensed into a ring about the larger end . They
lead apparently just begun to develop . The nest and
tuft were covered by a projecting roc]: . Brewer says that
only one nest is known to naturalists . We saw many of
these birds flitting about the suananit, perched on the rocks
and the dwarf spruce, and disappearing behind the rocks .
Itis the prevailing bird now up there, i . e. on the summit .
They are commonly said to go to the fur countries
to breed, though Wilson says that some breed in the
Alleghanies . The New York Reports make them breed
on the mountains of Oswcgo County and the Catskills .'
This was a quite interesting discovery . They probably
are never seen in the surrounding low grounds at this
season . 1'lie ancestors of this bird had evidently per-
ceived cm their flight northward that here was a small
piece of arctic region, containing all the conditions they

' {'rcv~til in Nova Scotia according to l3ryarnt and Cabot. [Dr.
13rc\ecr', dtatc" ;1u" ut, quoted above, 11111.4 refer to the snow bullfrog,
not to the r=iiowbitvl .j
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require,-coolness and suitable food, etc.,etc.,-and so
for how long have builded here . For ages they have
made their ]ionic here with the Arena.ria Granlartdica
and Potent-illa- fridrntata . They discerned arctic isles
sprinkled in our southern sky . I (lid not see any of them
below the rocky and generally bare portion of the moun-
tain . It finds here the same conditions as in the north of
Maine and in the fur countries, - Labrador mosses,
etc . Now that the season is advanced, migrating birds
have gone to the extreme north or gone to the mountain-
tops . By its color it harmonized with the gray and brown-
ish-gray rocks . We felt that we were so much nearer to
perennial spring and winter .

I observed rabbit's clung commonly, quite to the top
and all over the rocky portion, and where they had
browsed the bushes . For the last fifteen or twenty rods
the ground between the rocks is pretty thickly clothed
or carpeted with mountain cranberry and Potentilla
tridentata, only the former as yet slightly budded, but
much lower than this the mountain cranberry is not
common . The former grows also in mere seams on the
nearly upright sides of rocks, and occasionally I found
some of last year's cranberries on the latter, which were
an agreeable acid . These were the prevailing plants of a
high order on the very summit . There was also on the
same ground considerable fine grass,' and radical leaves
of a sericocarpus-like aster ( ? ),' -- I saw some withered
heads, - springing up commonly, and a little (hardly
yet conspicuously budded except in the warmest places)

1 Was it not Juneus frifides ?
a Was it not the Solidago thgrsoidca of Aug., 1860?
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Arenaria Grwnlandica, in dense tufts, succulent . There
were a, few very dwarfish blade spruce there, and a very
little dry moss, <in(], on the rocks, many of that small
lead cr-colored lichen, and Unzbilicaria pustulata, and
the two common (?) kinds of cladonia, white and (,reen,
between them.'

Scarcely . if at all, lower than the above-named plants,
grew the Vaccini-ane Penno~ylzxcnicu7n, also I- y?us arbuti-
falia, very minute and but just budded, and minute
mountain-ashes, a few melees high only . From these one
may judge wlra,t plants, among others, grow far north .
We ])card the livlodes peeping from a rain-water pool

a little below the sunnuit toward niglrt .
As it was quite. hazy, we could not see the shadow of

tlic mountain -well, and so returned just before the sun
set to our camp. «'e lost the path coming down, for
nothing is easier than to lose your way here, -where so
little trail is left upon the rocks, and the different rocks
and ravines are so much alike . Perhaps no other equal
area is so bewildering in this respect as a, rocky mountain-
summit, though it has so conspicuous a central point .
Notwithstanding the newspaper and egg-shell left by

visitors, these parts of nature are still peculiarly un-
handselled and untracked . The natural terraces of rock
are the steps of this temple, and it is the same whether
it rises above the desert or a New England village .
Even the inscribed rocks are as solemn as most ancient
gravestones, and nature reclaims them with bog and
licliens . They reminded nie of the grave and pass of Ben
`4Vaddi

	

These sculptors seemed to me to court such
' Vide specimens of Aug., 1860,
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alliance with the grave as they who put their names
over tombstones along the highway. One, who was prob-
ably a blacksmith, had sculptured the emblems of his
craft, an anvil and hammer, beneath his name . Appar-
ently a part of the regular outfit of mountain-climbers is
a hammer and cold-chisel, and perhaps they allow them-
selves a supply of garlic also . Certainly you could not
hire a stone-cutter to do so much engraving for less than
several thousand dollars . But no Old Mortality will ever
be caught renewing these epitaphs . It reminds what
kinds of steeps do climb the false pretenders to fame,
whose chief exploit is the carriage of the tools with
which to inscribe their names . For speaking epitaphs
they are, and the mere name is a sufficient revelation
of the character .

	

They are all of one trade, - stone-
cutters, defacers of mountain-tops . " Charles & Lizzie ! "
Charles carried the sledge-hammer, and Lizzie the cold-
chisel . Some have carried up a paint-pot, and painted
their names on the rocks .
We returned to our camp and got our tea in our

sunken yard . While one went for water to the spring,
the other kindled a fire . The -whole rocky part of the
mountain, except the extreme summit, is strewn with the
relics of spruce trees, a dozen or fifteen feet long, and
long since dead and bleached, so that there is plenty of
drv fuel at hand. «'e sat out on the brink of the rocky
plateau near our camp, taking our tea in the twilight,
and found it quite dry and warm there, though you
would not have thought of sitting out at evening in the
surrounding valleys . It was evidently warmer and drier
there than below. I have often perceived the warm air
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high on the sides of hills late into the night, while the
valleys Nvere filled Nyith a cold cl :uup ni(, ht :fir, as with
N%ater, ~in(] here the air was warmer and drier the greater
part of the night . We perceived no dew there this or the
next night . 'This ivas our parlor and supper-room ; in
,mother direction was our wash-room . The cheivink
sang before night, and this, as I have before observed,
is a very connnou bird on mouotain-tops . It seems to
love a cool atmosphere, and sometimes lingers quite
late with us . And the wood thrush, indefinitely far or
near, a little more distant and unseen, as great poets
a,r(' . Early in the evening the nighthawks were heard to
spark and boom over these bare gray rocks, and such
was our serenade at first as wve lay on our spruce bed.
We were left alone with the nighthawks .

	

These with-
drawn bare rocks must he a very suitable place for them
to lay their eggs, and their dry and unmusical, yet
suprainundane and spirit-like, voices and sounds gave
fit expression to this rocky mountain solitude . It struck
the very key-note of the stern, gray, barren solitude .
It was a thrumming of the mountain's rocky chords ;
strains from the music of Chaos, such as were heard
when the earth was rent and these rocks heaved up .
Thus they went sparking and booming, while we were
courthig the first access of sleep, and I could imagine
their cairity limping flight, circling over the kindred
rock, with a spot of ~yhitc quartz in their wings.

	

No
sound could i)e mare in harlnony with that scenery.
Thour;h cornumon Iu,iow, it seemed peculiarly proper
her( . But. ere long the nighthawks tirere stilled, and
we lac , ard only tlic sound of our companion's breathing
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or of a bug in our spruce roof .

	

I thought I heard once
faintly the barking of a clog far down under the ]noun-
tain, and my companion thought he heard a bullfrog.
A little after I n . n7 ., I woke and found that the moon

had risen, and heard some little bird near by sing a short,
strain of welcome to it, somewhat song-sparrow-like .
But every sound is a little strange there, as if you were
in Labrador. Before dawn the nighthawks commenced
their sounds again, and these sounds were as good as a
clock to us, telling how the night got on .

June 3 .

	

At length, by 3 o'clock, the signs of dawn
appear, and soon -we hear the robin and the P+ ri-ngilla
hyemalis, -its prolonged jingle, - sitting on the top of
a , spruce, the chewink, and the wood thrush . Whether
you have slept soundly or not, it is not easy to lie abed
under these circumstances, and we rose at 3.30, in order
to see the sun rise from the top and get our breakfast
there .

	

Concealing our blankets under a shelving rock
near the camp, we set out .

It was still hazy, and we did not see the shadow of the
mountain until it was comparatively short. We (lid not
get the most distant views, as of the Green and White
Mountains, while we were there . We carried up fuel for
the last quarter of a mile . A Frhigilla hyemalis seemed
to be attracted by the smoke of our fire, and flew quite
near to us . They are the prevailing bird of the summit,
and perhaps are baited by the crumbs left by visitors . It
was flitting about there, and it would sit and sing, oii
the top of a dwarf spruce, the strain I have often Beard.

I saw just beneath the summit, and commencing some
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twenty rods from it, dwarfish Ilhodore Ca.na-
dcu.sis, not yet anywhere quite out, much later than in
file valley, very common ; lnnrbkill ; and checkcrherry ;

in slig]ttly 1xtY,gy places, quite dwarfish specimens
of Eriophorunt vaginatnna, quite common in similar
localities all over the rocky part, six incites high or more.
A little water andronteda with it, scarcer out, and Lab-
rador tea., scarcely suggesting flowers . (This I observed
only in two or three places on the northerly side .) A
viburnuin (probably nude-n7, or a form of it) Avas quite
common, just begun to leaf, and with ne7nopauthes,
showing its transparent leafcts not jet expanded, a little
behind the other, was quite sizable, especially the latter .
These two, -,t-ith fit(' spruce, tine largest shrubs at this
height . In the little tlricl:ets made ltv these bushes, grew
the two-leaved Solomon's-seal, not nearly out, and
Clinto-nia borealis, not budded, though out in the valley.
Within the folded leaves of the last, was considerable
water, as within the leaves of the seaside goldenrod on
the sands of the Cape . Cornus Canadensis, along the
base of the rocks, not out .

	

Diervilla .

	

And, on the moist
ground or in the small bogs, Lycopodbcm annotinum, re-
sembling at first sight the L. becidulum, but running,
Nvas very common in boggy places, sometimes forming
quite conspicuous green batches .

Tile above plants of the mountain-top, except per-
ltaps the mountain cranbcrrv, cxtend(A downward over
tl :e whole tol) or rtcl;v part of the mountain and
were there mingled wil .h a little Polypodinna ru.lga.re ;
:r peculiar :1 nielancltier Ca.naden ~i .s, apparently variety
oliyocarpa, just begun to bloom, with few flowers, short
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roundish petals, and finely serrate leaves ; red cherry,
not out ; Populus trernuliformis, not common and quite
small ; small willows, apparently discolor, ere ., also
rostrata, and maybe humilis; canoe birch and yellow
birch, for the most part scrubby, largest in swampy
places ; meadow-sweet ; Lycopod-ium clavatum; Anie-

lan.chier Canadensis vat . oblongifolia, not quite out, a
little of it ; and also a little very dwarfish hemlock and
white pine (two or three feet high) ; a little mayflower
and Chiogenes hispidula.
We concluded to explore the whole rocky part of the

mountain in this wise, to saunter slowly about it, about
the height and distance from the summit. of our camp,
or say half a mile, more or less, first going north from
the summit and returning by the western semicircle,
and then exploring the east side, completing the circle,
and return over the summit at night .
To sum up, these were the Plants of the Summit, i. e.

within a dozen rods of it : Potentilla tridentata (and
lower) ; Vaccinium Vitis-Idwa ; fine grass ;' sericocar-
pus-like radical leaves ; 2 Arenaria Grcrnlandica; dwarf
black spruce ; a little dry moss ; the two kinds of cla-
donia, white and green, and the small leather-colored
lichen of rocks,' mingled with the larger Umbilicaria

pustulata. All these but the I' . Vitis-Idaa generally dis-
persed over the rocky part.'

' Was it not Juncus trildus of August, 1860?
a Was it not Solidago thyrsoidea of August, 1860?
3 Z7 . erosa (?) or hyperborea (? ) .

	

Vide Sept . 21, 1858, and a speci-
men from Lafayette . Vide specimen of August, 1860 .

4 The Vaccinium Vitis-Ida?a also in patches lower down. Vide
August, 1860 .
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bVithht fifteen or twenty rods of it, or scarcely, ifat a",
louler than the last : 1'acci-nittm Pcnrcsyhmaicum and
perhaps the variety anqugifoliu.m 0) ; Pyrus arbuti-
folict ; mountain-ash.

	

Generally distrilnated .
Commencing fifteen or twenty rods bclov, it : Rhodora ;

lamblcill ; checkerberrv ; Eriophorum vaginatunt; water
andromeda ; Labrador tea ; Viburnunr, (nudum,?) ; ne-
inopanthcs ; tw-o-lca~7cd Soloinon's-seal ; clintonia ; Cor-
n,us Canadettsis ; Lycopodium- annotinum, ; dicrvilla .

Gctu?ral~y louver than the above, on the rest of the
bare rocky part, with all of the above : lfibcs prostra-
him ; Polypodi.um vulyaris ; Antckinchier Cavculctisis
van. oliflocarpa reel cherry ; Polnclu .s trenaulifbrmis ;
Salix apparently discolor, perhaps also hunnlis, cer-
tainly rostrata. ; meadow-sweet ; canoe birch ; yellow
birch ; Lycopodiunt clavatunt ; .1ntelanchier oblongifblia ;
a little red elder ; hernloclc ; white pine ; mayflower ;
chiogencs .'
Did not examine particularly the larger growth of the

swamps, but think it was chiefly spruce, white and yel-
low birch, mountain-ash, etc .
The Vaccinium Pennsylvanicum and the Abies nigra

are among the most prevailing conspicuous plants .
We first descended somewhat toward the north this

forenoon, then turn(,(] west over a ridge lay which some
ascend front the north . There: are several large ponds
not far from the mountain on the north, and I thought
there was less forest to be seen on this sick than on the
south . We crossed chic or two now dry watercourses,
there, however, judging from the collections of rubbish

' Saw the raspberry in '52 and '60.
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or drift, much water must have flown at some other sea-
son .

Jackson in his map in the Report on the Geology
of Massachusetts calls this mountain "mica slate and
porphyritic granite," and [savs] that the rocks on the
summit are "a hard variety of gneiss filled with small
crystals of garnets ."
We observed that the rockswere remarkablysmoothed,

almost polished and rounded, and also scratched . The
scratches runfrom about north-northwest to south-south-
east . The sides of the rocks often straight, upright walls,
several rods long; from north to south and five to ten feet
high, with a very smooth, rounded edge . There were
many of these long, straight, rounded walls of rock,
especially on the northwest and west . Some smaller or
lower ones were so rounded and smooth as to resemble
at a little distance long-fallen trunks of trees . The rocks
were, indeed, singularly worn on a great scale . Often a
vertical cross-section would show some such profile asthis

as if they had been grooved
~~ with a tool of a correspond-

ing edge . There were occa-
masses and also veins of whitesionally conspicuous

quartz, and very common were bright-purple or wine-
colored garnets imbedded in the rock, looking like ber-
ries in a. pudding' . In many parts, as on the southeast
plateau especially, the rocks Nvere regularly stratified,
and split into regular horizontal slabs about a foot in
thickness, projecting one beyond another like steps .
The little bogs or mosses, sometimes only a. rod inn

diameter, are a: sitinular feature . Ordiuarily the cla-
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donia and other lichens are crackling under your feet,
when suddenly you step into a miniature bog filling the
space between two rocks and you are at a loss to tell
where the moisture comes from . The amount of it
seems to be that some spongy moss is enabled to ;row
there and retain sonic of the clouds which rest on it .
Moisture and aridity are singularly near neighbors to
each other up there . The surface is made up of masses
of rock more or less smoothed and rounded, or else
jagged, and the little soil between is a coarse, gravelly
kind, the ruins of the rocks and the decayed vegetation
that has grown there . You step unexpectedly from
Arabia Petrxa, where the dry lichens crackle under your
feet, into a miniature: bog, say Dismal Swamp, where
you suddenly sink a foot in wet moss, and the next step
carries you into Arabia Petraea again . In more exten-
sive swamps I slumped through moss to water some-
times, though the bottom was of rock, while a fire would
rapidly spread in the and lichens around . Perhaps the
mosses grow, in the wettest season chiefly, and so are
enabled to retain some moisture through the driest .
Plants of the bogs and of the rocks grow close to each
other . You are surprised to see a great many plants o£
bogs growing close to the most barren and driest spots,
where only cladonias cover the rocks . Often your first
notice of a bog in the midst of the avid waste, where the
lichens crackle under your feet, is your slumping a foot
into wet moss . Methinks there c.uirnot he so mtrc°h evap-
oration going on up there,-witness the water in the
clintonia leaves, as in the solidago by the sandy sea-
shore, -_ and t1iis (which is m~-ing; to l.lic coolness),
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rather than the prevalence of mist, may account for
the presence of this moisture forming bogs .
In a shallow rain-water pool, or rock cistern, about

three rods long by one or one and a half wide, several
hundred feet below the summit, on the west side, but still
on the bare rocky top and on the steepest side of the
summit, I saw toad-spawn (black with white bellies),
also some very large spawn new to me. There were four
or five masses of it, each three or four inches in diameter
and of a peculiar light misty bluish white as it lay in the
water near the surface, attached to some weed or stick,
as usual . Each mass consisted of but few large ova,
more than a quarter of an inch in diameter, in which
were pale-brown tadpoles flattened out . The outside of
the mass when taken up was found to consist of large
spherical or rounded gelatinous projections three
quarters of an inch wide, and blue in the light and air,
while the ova within were greenish . This rain-water
pool was generally less than a foot deep, with scarcely
a weed in it, but considerable mud concealing its rocky
bottom. The spawn was unusually clean and clear . I
suspect it to be that of bullfrogs,' though not a frog was
to be seen ; they were probably lurking beneath the
rocks in the water at that hour . This pool was bounded
on one or two sides by those rounded walls of rock five
or six feet high . My companion had said that he heard
a bullfrog the evening before . Is it likely that these
toads and frogs ever hopped up there ?

	

The hylodes
peeped regularly toward night each day in a similar
pool much nearer the summit . Agassiz might say that

Probably Rana fonfinalis . Vide August, Ism .
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they originated on the top . Perhaps they fell from the
clouds in tire form of spawn or tadpoles or young frogs .
I think it more likely that they fell down than that they
hopped up . Yet how can they escape the frosts of win-
ter? The mud is hardly deep enough to protect them.
Having reached the neighborhood of our camp

again arid explored the wooded portion lower down
along the path up the mountain, we set out northeast
along the cast side of the mountain . The southeast part
of the mountain-top is an extended broad rocky almost
plateau, consisting of large flat rocks with small bogs
and rain-water pools arid easy ascents to different levels .
hire black spruce tree which is scattered here and there
over it, the prevailing tree or shrub of the mountain-
top, evidently has many difficulties to contend with . It
is generally of a yellowish green, its foliage . The most
exposed trees are very stout arid spreading- close to the
rock, often much wider close to the rock than they are
high, arid these lower, almost their only, limbs com-
pletely filling arid covering openings between the rocks .
I saw one which grew out of a narrow crack in the rock,
which was three feet high, five inches in diameter at the
ground, arid six feet wide on the rock . It was shaped
like a bodkin, - the main stem . The spruce commonly
grows in clefts of the rocks ; has inane large limbs, and
]oil"(']' than the tree is high, perliapS, spreading close and
ll,rt over the rock in every direction, sometimes eight or
tell withili a foot of the rock ; tiled, higher up the stem,
or inid\~ ay for three or six feet, though perfectly perpen-
diciilar, is quite bare oil the north side and commonly

,lim%iiw no trace of .j liiiik, no `tubs, but tilt,
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limbs at this height all ray out southward, and the top
is crowned with a tuft of tender twigs . This proves the
violence of the storms which they have to contend with .
Its branches love to run along flat on the rocks, filling the
openings between the rocks . It forms dense coverts and
forms, apparently, for the rabbits, etc . A single spruce
tree of this habit would sometimes make a pretty good
shelter, while the rocks on each side were your walls .
As I walked over this plateau, I first observed, looking

toward the summit, that the steep angular projections of
the summit and elsewhere and the brows of the rocks
were the parts chiefly covered with dark-
brown lichens, - umbilicaria, etc ., - as
if they were to grow on the ridge and
slopes of a man's nose only . It was the
steepest and most exposed parts of the high rocks
alone on which they grew, where you would think it
most difficult for them to cling . They also covered the
more rounded brows on the sides of the mountain, espe-
cially the cast side, where they were very dense, fine,
crisp, and firm, like a sort of slragreen, giving a firm
footing or hold to the feet where it was needed . It was
these that (rave that Ararat-brown color of antiquity to
these portions of the mountain, which a few miles dis-
tant could not be accounted for compared with the more
prevalent gray . From the sky-blue you pass through the
misty gray of the rocks, to this darker and more terrene
color . The temples of the mountain are covered with
lichens, which color the mountain for miles .
The west side descends steeply from the summit, but

there is a broad almost plateau on the southeast and cast,
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not much beneath the summit, with a precipitous termi-
nation on the east, and the rounded brows of the last
are covered with the above-named lichens . A spur of
moderate length runs off northerly ; another, bi:t lower,
southwesterly ; another, much longer, a little Higher
than the last, southerly ; and one longer and higher than
these, one or two miles long, northeasterly . As you
creep down over those eastern brows to look off the
precipice, these rough and rigid lichens, forming a
rigid crust, as it were baked, clone brown, in the stuff of
centuries, afford a desirable hand and foot hold .
They seemed to me wild robins that placed their

nests in the spruce up there . I noticed one nest . William
Einerson, senior, says they do not breed on Staten
Island . They do breed at least at Hudson's Bay . They
are certainly a hardy bird, and are at home on this
cool mountain-top .
We boiled some rice for our dinner, close by the edge

of a rain-water pool and bog, on the plateau southeast
from the summit . Though there was so little vegetation,
our fire spread rapidly through the dry cladonia lichens
on the rocks, and, the wind being pretty high, threatened
to give its trouble, but we put it out with a :spruce bough
dipped in the pool .' I thought that if it had spread
further, it must soon have come to a bog . Though you
could hardly tell what was moist and -what dry till the
fire came to it . Nothing could be drier than the cla-
donia, which -vas often adjacent
s,ihinited with moisture .

to a mass of moss

' And wet the ground with it . You cook beside such a moss for the
sake of water .
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These rain-water pools or cisterns are a remarkable
feature . There is a scarcity of bubbling springs, but this
water was commonly cool enough in that atmosphere
and warm as the day was . I do not know why they were
not warmer, for they were shallow and the nights were
not cold . Can there be some concealed snow or ice
about? Hardly . They are quite shallow, but sometimes
four or five rods over and with considerable mud at the
bottom at first, decayed lichens, and disintegrated rock .
Apparently these were the origin of the bogs, Eriopho-
ru.m vaginatum, moss, and a few other boggy plants
springing up in them and gradually filling them ; yet,
though sometimes filled with sedge (?) or fine grass, and
generally the dwarfish Eriophorum vaginatum in the
moss, they were singularly barren, and, unless they
were fairly converted into swamps, contained very little
variety . You never have to go far to find water of some
kind. On the top, perhaps, of a square half-acre of
almost bare rock, as in what we called our wash-room
by our camp, you find a disintegrated boy, wet moss
alternating with dry cladonia (sign and emblem of dry-
ness in our neighborhood), and water stands in little
holes, or if you look under the edges of a boulder there,
you find standing water, yet cool to drink .

After dinner we kept on northeast over a high ridge
east of the summit, whence was a good view of that
part of Dublin and Jaffrev immediately under the
mountain . There is a fine, large lake extending north
and south, apparently in Dublin, -which it would be
worth the while to sail on . When on the summit of this,
I heard the ring of toads from a rain-pool a little lower
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and northeasterly .

	

It carried me back nearly a month
into sprint; (though they are still ringing and copulating
in Concord), it sounded so springlike in that clear, fresh
air . Descending to that pool we found toads copulating
at the bottom of the water .
In one or two places on this side of the mountain,

which, as I have said, terminated in an abrupt precipice,
I saw bogs or meadows four or six rods wide or more,
but with only grass and moss and eriophorum, without
bushes, in them, close to the edge of the mountain or
precipice, where, if you stood between the meadow and
the summit, looking cast, there would appear to be a
notch in the rini of the cap or saucer on the cast and the
meadow ready to spill over and run down the mountain

on that side ; but when you stood on this notched edge,
the descent was seen toJ be much less precipitous than
you had expected . Such spongy mountain bogs, how-
ever, are evidently the sources of rivers . Lakes of the
clouds when they are clear water . Between this and the
northeast spur or ridge was the largest swamp or bog
that I ,saw, consisting, perhaps, of between one and two
acres, as I remember . It was a grassy and mossy bog
without large bushes, in which you sarnk a foot, with a
great many fallen trees in it, showing their bleached
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upper side here and there but almost completely buried
in the moss . This must once have been a dense swamp,
full of pretty large trees . The trees buried in the moss
were much larger than any now standing at t~is height.
The outlet of this, if it had any, must have been north-
westerly . This was a wild place enough.
Having ascended the highest part of the northeastern

ridge north of this bog, we returned to the summit, first
to the ridge of the plateau, and west on it to the summit,
crossing a ravine between . I noticed, in many places
upon the mountain, sandy or gravelly spaces from a few
feet to a rod in diameter, where the thin sward and loam
appeared to have been recently removed or swept away .
I was inclined to call them scars, and thought of very
violent winds and tempests of rain as the cause, perhaps,
but do not know how to account for them .
We had thus made a pretty complete survey of the top

of the mountain . It is a very unique walk, and would be
almost equally interesting to take though it were not
elevated above the surrounding valleys . It often re-
minded me of my walks on the beach, and suggested
how much both depend for their sublimity on solitude
and dreariness . In both cases we feel the presence of
some vast, titanic power . The rocks and valleys and
bogs and rain-pools of the mountain are so wild and un-
familiar still that you do not recognize the one you left
fifteen minutes before . This rocky region, forming what
you may call the top of the mountain, must be more than
two miles long by one wide in the middle, and you would
need to ramble about it many times before it would be-
gin to be familiar. There may be twenty little swamps
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so much alike in the main that [you] would not know
Whether you had seen a particular one before, and the
rocks are trackless and do not present the same point .
so that it has the effect of the most intricate labyrinth
and artificially extended wall .

This mountain is said in the Gazetteer to extend north-
east [and] southwest five miles, by three wide, and the
streams on the east to empty into the Contoocook and
Merrimack, on the west into ' the Asbuelot and Connecti-
cut ; is 3718 feet high ; and, judging from its account,
the top was wooded fifty years ago .
We proceeded to get our tea on the summit, in the

very place where I lead made my bed for a night some
fifteen years before . There were a great many insects
of various kinds ou the topmost rocks at this hour, and
:unong them I noticed a yellow butterfly and several
large brownish ones fluttering over the apex .

It was interesting to watch from that height the
shadows of fair-weather clouds passing over the land-
scape .

	

You could hardly distinguish them from for
ests .

	

It reminded me of the similar shadows seen on
the sea from the high bank of Cape Cod beach . There
the perfect equality of the sea, atoned for the compara-
tively slight elevation of the Nink . We do not commonly
realize how constant and amusing a phenomenon this is
in a sunnuer day to one standing on a sufficiently ele-
vated point .

	

In the valley or ou the plain you do not
cormrioidy notice the shadow of a cloud unless you are
in it, but on a mountain-top, or on a lower elevation in a
plain country or by the seaside, the shadows of clouds
flitting over the landscape are a never-failing source of
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amusement . It is commonly easy to refer a shadow to

its cloud, since in one direction its form is preserved

with sufficient accuracy . Yet I was surprised to observe
that a long, straggling downy cumulus extending north
and south a few miles east of us, when the sun was per-
haps an hour high, cast its shadow along the base of the
I'eterboro Rills, and did not fall on the other side, as I
should have expected . It proved the clouds not so high
as I supposed. It suggested how with tolerable accuracy
you might easily calculate the height of a cloud with a
quadrant and a good map of the country ; e . g ., observe
at what distance the shadow of a cloud directly over-
head strikes the earth, and then take the altitude of the

sun, and you may presume that you have the base and

two angles of a right-angled triangle, from which the
rest may be calculated ; or you may allow for the angle
of elevation of the mountain as seen from the place

where the shadow falls . Also you might determine the.
breadth of a cloud by observing the breadth of the
shadow at a given distance, etc ., etc . Many such calcula-
tions would be easy in such a locality . It was pleasant

enough to see one man's farm in the shadow of a cloud,

- which perhaps he thought covered all the Northern
States, - while his neighbor's farm was in sunshine . It

was still too hazy to allow of our seeing the shadowof
the mountain, so we descended a little before the sun set,

but already the hylodes had been peeping for some time. .
Again the wood thrush, chewink, etc ., sang at eve . I

had also heard the song sparrow.
As the sky was more cloudy this evening, we looked

out a shelving rock near our camp, where we might, take
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shelter from the rain in the night if necessary, i . e ., if our
roof (lid not prove tight enough . There were plenty of
clefts and small caverns where y-on might be warm and
dry . The mosquitoes troubled its a little this night .

Lying up there at this season, when the nighthawk is
most musical reminded me of what I had noticed before ,
that this bird is crepuscular in its habits . It was heard
by night only up to nine or ten o'clock and again just
before dawn, and marked those periods or seasons like a
clock . Its note very conveniently indicated the time of
night. It was sufficient to hear the nighthawk booming
when you awoke to know how the night got on, though
you had no other evidence of the hour . I did not hear the
sound of any beast . There are no longer any wolves to
howl or panthers to scream . One man told me that
many foxes took refuge from (logs and sportsmen on
this mountain .
The plants of cold northern bogs grow on this moun-

tain-top, and even they have a boreal habit here, more
dwarfish than such of them as grow in our swamps . The
more memorable and peculiar plants of the mountain-
top were the mountain cranberry and the Potentilla tri-
dentata, the dwarfish spruce, Arenaria Grwnlandica (not
now conspicuous) . The Ribes prostratum, or fetid cur-
rant, was very abundant from quite near the summit to
near the base, and its currant-acid fragrance was quite
:agreeable to me, party, perlraps, from its relation to the
currant of ihc gardens . You also notice many small
Avecd-lilac mountain-ashes, six or eight inches high,
which, on trying to pull up, you find to be very firmly
rooted, having an old and large root out of proportion to
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their top . I might also name in this connection not only
the blueberry but the very common but dwarfish Erio-
phorum vaginatum and the Lycopodium annotin,um,
also the amelanchier, variety oligocarpa . I was not pre-
pared to find vegetation so much later there than below
or with its, since I once found blueberries ripe on Wachu-
sett unexpectedly early. However, it was a pleasing
lateness, and gives one a chance to review some of his
lessons in natural history . On the rocky part, the only
plants, as I noticed, which were or had been in bloom
were the salix, now generally done; Ribes prostratum, in
prime ; Eriophorum vaginatum, Vaccinium Pennsyl-
vanicum, just begun ; Amelanchier oligocarpa, little, not
long ; water andromeda, ditto, ditto ; and probably (?)
the populus, birches (? ), mayflower, and spruce.

June 4 . Friday . At 6 A . n. we began to descend .
Near the upper edge of the wood, I heard, as I had
done in ascending, a very peculiar lively and interest-
ing strain from some bird, which note was new to
me . At the same time I caught sight of a bird with
a very conspicuous deep-orange throat and otherwise
dark, with some streaks along the head. This may
have been the Blackburnian warbler, if it was not too
large for that, and may have been the singer. We de-
scended or continued along the base of the mountain
southward, taking the road to the State Line Station
and Winchendon, through the west part of Rindge .

It is remarkable how, as you are leaving a mountain
and looking back at it from time to time, it gradually
gathers up its slopes and spurs to itself into a regular
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whole, and makes a new and total impression . The
lofty beaked promontory which, when you were on
the surnrnit, appeared so far off and almost equal to it,
seen now against the latter, scarccly deepens the tinge
of bluish, misty gray on its side . The mountain has
several spurs or ridges, bare and rocky, running from
it, with a considerable depression between the central
peak and them ; i . e ., they attain their greatest height
half a mile or more from the central apex. There is
such a spur, for instance, running off southward about
a mile . When we looked back from four or five miles
distant on the south, this, which had appeared like an
independent summit, was almost totally lost to our
view against the general nasty gray of the side of the
principal summit . We shordd not have suspected its
existence if we

had not just come from it, and though
the mountain ranges northeasterly and southwesterly,
or not far from north and south, and is much the long-
est in that direction, it now presented a pretty regu-
lar pyramidal outline with a broad base, as if it were
broadest east and west . That is, when you are on the
mountain, the different peaks and ridges appear more
independent ; indeed, there is a bewildering variety of
ridge and valley and peak, but when you have with-
drawn a few miles, you are surprised at the more or
less pyra.nmidal outline of the mountain and that the
lower spurs and peaks are all subordinated to the cen-
tral and principal one . The summit appears to rise
and the surrounding peaks to subside, though some
new prominences appear . Even at this short distance
the mountain has lost most of its rough and jagged
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outline, considerable ravines are smoothed over, and
large boulders which you must go a long way round make
no impression on the eye, being swallowed up in the air .
We had at first thought of returning to the railroad

at Fitzwilliam, passing over Gap Mountain, which is
in Troy and Fitzwilliam quite near Monadnock, but
concluded to go to Winchendon, passing through the
western part of Rindge to the State Line Station,
the latter part of the road being roundabout . We
crossed the line between Jaffrey and Rindge three or
four miles from the mountain. Got a very good view
of the mountain from a high hill over which the road
ran in the western part of Rindge.
But the most interesting part of this walk was the

three miles along the railroad between State Line and
Winchendon Station . It was the best timbered region
we saw, though its trees are rapidly falling . The rail-
road runs very straight for long distances here through
a primitive forest . To my surprise I heard the tea-lea
of the myrtle-bird 1 here, as in Maine, and suppose
that it breeds in this primitive wood. There was no
house near the railroad but at one point, and then a
quarter of a mile off . The red elder was in full bloom
and filled the air with its fragrance . I saw some of the
handsomest white pines here that I ever saw, - even
in Maine, -close by the railroad .

	

One by which I
stood was at least, three and a half feet in diameter at
two feet from the ground, and, like several others
about it, rose perfectly straight without any kind of
limb to the height of sixty feet at least. What struck

1 White-throat, probably.
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me most in these trees, as I was passing by, was not
merely their great size, for they appeared less than
they were, but their perfect perpendicularity, round-
ness, and apparent smoothness, tapering very little,
like artificial columns of a new style . Their trunks
were so very round that for that reason they appeared
smoother than they were, marked with interrupted
bands of light-colored lichens . Their regular beauty
made such an impression that I was forced to tutn
aside and contemplate them . They were so round and
perpendicular that my eyes slid off, and they made such
an impression of finish and even polish as if they had
had all enamelled surface . Indeed they were less rough
than I might have expected . Beneath them grew the
Trillium pictuin in(] c1iratonia, both in bloom .
For last expedition to NIonadnock, vide September,

185W .
I find the Cor-nus florida out in my pitcher when I

get home June 4th, though it was not out on Island
AIay 31st, and it is well out on Island when I look
June 6th . I will say, therefore, that it opened June 3d .

June 5.

	

A. M. - Surveying a blueberry and maple
swamp belonging to Thomas Brooks in the northeast
part of Lincoln, burned over in fall of '57 . The fire
spread across a ditch about four feet wide, catching
the dry grass . The maples are killed part way or en-
tirely round, near the (,round, as you find on cutting
the bark, being most protected on the inside of a clump
toNvard each other, but less and less as you try higher
up .

	

Yet, generally, they have leaved out.

	

Will they,
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when thus girdled, live more than one year? The
effect on the alders has been that the bark for a foot
or two next the ground is now in loose curls turned back
or outward, showing the yellowish wood and yellowish
inner side of the bark, evidently owing to the drying
and contracting of the outside . The principal loss ap-
pears to have been of blueberries . Brooks says he has
got twenty-five (? ? ) bushels there in a year .

P . M. - Surveying, for Warner, wood bought of
John Brown near Concord line .

I now see a painted turtle in a rut, crossing a sandy
road . They are now laying, then . When they get into
a rut they find it rather difficult to get out, and, hearing
a wagon coming, they draw in their heads, lie still, and
are crushed .

Clasping hound's-tongue in garden .
Can our second gooseberry in garden be the R.

rotundifolium 2

June 6 .

	

P. M. - Cornus florida at Island well out,
say the 3d. I hear of linnwa out in a pitcher and prob-
ably (?) in woods.
Go to Painted-Cup Meadow via Assabet Bath .
See three or four Emys insculpta about, making

their holes in the gravelly bank south of Assabet Bath,
and a few holes which must have been made a day or
two, probably by tlp- same. Golden senecio is not un-
common now. Am surprised to find that the buck-
bean flowers are withered, being killed by the recent
frosts . Yellow Bethlehem-star .
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Edith Emerson has found, in the field (Merriam's)
just south of file Beck Stow pine grove, Lepidium cam-
pcstre, which may have been out ten days .

June 7 . P. AI. -TO Walden .
Warm weather has suddenly come, beginning yes-

terday . To-day it is yet warmer, 87° at 3 P. nz ., com-
pelling me to put on a thin coat, and I see that a new
season has arrived . June shadows are moving over
waving grass-fields, the crickets chirp uninterruptedly,
and I perceive the agreeable acid scent of high blue-
berry bushes in bloom . The trees having leaved out,
you notice their rounded tops, suggesting shade . The
nighthawk sparks and booms over arid hillsides and
sprout-lands .

It is evidence enough against crows and hawks
and owls, proving their propensity to rob birds' nests
of eggs and young, that smaller birds pursue them so
often . You do not need the testimony of so many
farmers' boys when you can see and hear the small
birds daily crying "Thief and murder" after these
spoilers . What does it signify, the kingbird, black-
bird, swallow, etc ., etc ., pursuing a crow ? They say
plainly enough, "I know you of old, you villain ; you
want, to devour my eggs or young . I have often caught
you at it, and I'll publish you now." And probably
the crow pursuing the fish hawk and eagle proves that
the latter sometimes devour their young .
The SaliV triads is now generally going

seed . Oxalis violacca in garden .
I see toads copulating and toad-spawn freshly laid

or gone to
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in the Wyman meadow at Walden . Utricularia vul-
garis out there . The water colored or dusted with the
pollen of the pitch pine .
As I was wading in this Wyman meadow, looking

for bullfrog-spawn, I saw a hole at the bottom, where
it was six or eight inches deep, by the side of a mass
of mud and weeds which rose just to the surface three
or four feet from the shore . It was about five inches
i.n diameter, with some sand at the mouth, just like
a musquash's hole . As I stood there within two feet,
a pout put her head out, as if to see who was there,
and directly came forth and disappeared under the
target-weed ; but as I stood perfectly still, waiting for
the water which I had disturbed to settle about the
hole, she circled round and round several times be-
tween me and the hole, cautiously, stealthily approach-
ing the entrance but as often withdrawing, and at last
mustered courage to enter it . I then noticed another
similar hole in the same mass, two or three feet from
this . I thrust my arm into the first, running it in and
downward about fifteen inches . It was a little more
than a foot long and enlarged somewhat at the end,
the bottom, also, being about a foot beneath the sur-
face, - for it slanted downward, - but I felt nothing
within ; I only felt a pretty regular and rounded
apartment with firm walls of weedy or fibrous mud.
I then thrust my arm into the other hole, which was
longer and deeper, but at first discovered nothing ;
but, trying again, I found that I had not reached [lie
end, for it turned a little and descended more than I
supposed. Here I felt a similar apartment or enlarge-
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ment, some six inches in diameter horizontally but not
quite so high nor nearly so wide at its throat . Here,
to my surprise, I felt something soft, like a gelatinous
mass of spawn, but, feeling a little further, felt the
horns of a pout . I deliberately took hold of her by
the head and lifted her out of the hole and the water,
having run my arm in two thirds its length . She
offered not the slightest resistance from first to last,
even when I held her out of water before my face, and
only darted away suddenly when I dropped her in the
water. The entrance to her apartment was so narrow
that she could hardly have escaped if I had tried to
prevent her . Putting in my aria again, I felt, under
where she had been, a flattish mass of ova, several
hwhes in diameter, resting on the mud, and tools out
some .

	

Feeling again in the first hole, I found as much
more there .

	

'I'itough I had been stepping round and
over the second nest for several minutes, I had not
scared the pout . The ova of the first nest already
contained white wiggling young . I saw no motion in
the others . The ova in each case were dull-yellowish
and the size of small buckshot. These nests did
not communicate with each other and had no other
outlet .

Pouts, then, make their nests in shallow mud-holes
or bays, in .masses of weedy mud, or probably in the
muddy bank ; and the old pout hovers over the spawn
or keeps guard at the entrance . Where do the Walden
poets breed when the'v have not access to this meadow?
'I'lle fir.,l, pout, to llose eggs were inost developed, was the
largest. and had some slight Nvounds on the back . The
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other may have been the male in the act of fertilizing the
ova . 1

I sit in my boat in the twilight by the edge of the river .
Toads are now in full blast along the river . Some sit
quite out at the edge of the pads, and hold up their heads
so high when they ring, and make such a large bubble,
that they look as if they would tumble over backward .
Bullfrogs now are in full blast. I do not hear other frogs ;
their notes are probably drowned . I perceive that this
generally is the rhythm of the bullfrog : er I er-r I er-r-r

(growing fuller and fuller and more tremendous) and
then doubling, er, er I er, err I er, er, er I er, er, er I and
finally er, er, er, er I er, er, er, er .

	

Or I might write it
oorar I oorar I oorar I oorar-hah I oorar-hah hah I oorar

hah ha.h halt .

	

Some of these great males are yellow
or quite yellowish over the whole back. Are not the
females oftencst white-throated? What lungs, what
health, what terrenity (if not serenity) it suggests! At
length I hear the faint stertoration of a Rana palustris (if
not halecina,) . Seeing a large head, with its prominent
eyes, projecting above the middle of the river, I found it
was a bullfrog coming across . It swam under water a
rod or two, and then came up to see where it was, or its
way . It is thus they cross when sounds or sights attract
them to more- desirable shores . Probably they prefer the
night for such excursions, for fear of large pickerel, etc .
I thought its throat was not yellow nor baggy . Was it
not the female attracted by the note of the male ?

Fireflies pretty numerous over the river, though we

' The ova in jar had mostly turned quite white and dead on the

8th ; perh~:ps could not liar the light .
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have had no thunder-showers of late . A'Iosquitoes quite
trcnrblesome here .
The ledum is a very good plant to bloom in a pitcher,

lasting a week or more .

June 8 .

	

P. M. - To marslc hawk's nest near Hub-
bard's Bath .

I see many breams' nests made, and in one or two in
which I look, I find, on taking out the stones and the
gravel, the sinall yellowish ova about one twentieth of an
inch in diameter . This is not, at least ordinarily, visible
now as you look down on the nest, but, on taking up
portions of the bottom of the concave nest, you find it
scattered (not crowded) over the sand, stones, clam-
shells, weeds, etc ., wlciclt form the bottom of the nest .
It studs the little gray and broNvn stones, rather seat-
tcredly, like sonic kind of gem adhering pretty firmly,
and the bream is steadily poised over her treasures . You
see the bream poised over her large concave nest in the
sand, and, taking up a pact of the bottom, as some brown
stone, you find it studded with the small gem-like ova,
loosely dispersed . Apparently it has not been laid long .
The Salix n.iyra is still in bloom . I see red-wing

blackbirds hatched . In several places I see where dead
stickers have been at; last partly devoured by some ani-
mal, and tl-wir great bladders are seen floating off .
Thomas Bell, in his "British Reptiles," says of "the

7'r°rraprric I ;rrrnl~mrr, the" common lacustrinc tortoise of
the ('ontitient," "As lliey live principally upon small
fish, iltc air bag ., of Nrhich tliev reject, it is said that the
people are wont to jncdge of the quantity of tortois :;s to
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be found in a lake or pond, by the number of air-bag-
which are seen swimming on the surface of the water."
The marsh hawk's eggs are not yet hatched . She rises

when I get within a rod and utters that peculiar cackling
or scolding note, much like, but distinct from, that of the
pigeon woodpecker. She keeps circling over the nest and
repeatedly stoops within a rod of my head in an angry
manner . She is not so large as a hen-hawk, and is much
more slender . She will come sailing swiftly and low over
the tops of the trees and bushes, etc ., and then stoop as
near to my head as she dares, in order to scare me away.
The primaries, of which I count but five, are very long
and loose, or distant, like fingers with which she takes
hold of the air, and form a very distinct part of the wing,
making an angle with the rest . Yet they are not broad
and give to the wing a long and slender appearance . The
legs are stretched straight back under the tail . I see
nothing of the male, nor did I before . A red-wing and a
kinghird axe soon in pursuit of the hawk, which proves,
I think, that she meddles with their nests or themselves .
She circles over me, scolding, as far as the edge of the
wood, or fifteen rods .
The early potentilla is now in some places erect . The

sidesaddle-flower is out, -how long ? - and the sweet
flag, how long?

I see quite common, on the surface in deep water
wherever there are weeds, misty white strings of spawn,
reminding one of toad-spawn without the ova, only
whiter, or more opaque . But these strings turn on them-
selves, forming small masses four to eight inches long,
attached to the weeds, -Ilanunerdus Purshii, potaccto-
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geton, etc ., etc . These strings arc full of minute ova, like
seals, pale-brown, oval or elliptical, about one fiftieth
of an inch long.

I perceive distinctly to-day that there is no articular
line along the sides of the back of the bullfrog, but that
there is one along the back of that bullfrog-like, smaller,
widely dispersed and early frog so common about foun-
tains, brooks, ditches, and the river, of which I probably
have one small one bottled and have heard the croak
(vide April 5tli, 1858) . That pale-brown or oat spawn
trust belong, then, I thinl~, to the Ranafouti-na.lis.
A kingbird's nest with three eggs, lined with some

hair, in a fork - or against upright part - of a willow,
just above near stone bridge . Is that small spiked rush
from a few inches to a foot or more in height Eleocharis
pahr,stris ? or lenn18 ? In carly aster meadow and else-
tivlicre common, along meadow-paths . Whiteweed is
getting to be common.

June 9. P. M. - To Beck Stow's .
High blackberry, not long . I notice by the roadside at

Moore's Swamp the very common Juncos effusus, not
quite out, one to two and a half feet high . See a yellow
spotted turtle digging her hole at 5 P. ai ., in a pasture
near Beck Stc»v's, ,scone dozen rods off . It is made under
one side like the pieta's .

Potanuogeton .s begin to prevail in the river and to
catch my (),Ir . 'flee river is weedy . 1Vhitc maple keys
.ire abundantly floating .

.Inac 10 . 8»i,ilucioa nwrncosa well out, how long?
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Sophia has received the whorled arethusa from
Northampton to-day .
P. M. -To Assabet Bath and return by stone bridge .
A Maryland yellow-throat's nest near apple tree by

the low path beyond the pear tree . Saw a bird flit away
low and stealthily through the birches, and [it] was soon
invisible . Did not discover the nest till after a long
search . Perfectly concealed under the loose withered
grass at the base of a clump of birches, with no apparent
entrance . The usual small deep nest (but not raised up)
of dry leaves, fine grass stubble, and lined with a little
hair. Four e(, gs, white, with brown spots, chiefly at
larger end, and some small black specks or scratches .
The bird flits out very low and swiftly and does not
show herself, so that it is hard to find the nest or to iden-
tify the bird .
See a painted turtle digging her nest in the road at

5.45 P. iu .
At the west bank, by the batbing-place, I see that

several turtles' holes have already been opened and the
eggs destroyed by the skunk cr other animal . Some of
them -- I judge by the size of the egg - are Emys iu-
sculpta' .s eggs . (I saw several of them digging here on the
6th .) Among the shells at one hole I find one minute
egg left unbroken . It is not only very small, but broad
in proportion to length. Vide collection . One E . in-
scu.lpta is digging there about 7 P. nt . Another grc:a
place for the last-named turtle to lay her eggs is that
rye-field of Abel Hostner',s just north of the stone bridge,
and also the neighboring pitch pine wood . .I saw them
here on the 6th, and also I do this afternoon, in various

11
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parts of the field and in the rvc, and two or three crawl-
ing lit) the very steep sand-bank there, ,some eighteen
feet high, steeper than sand will lie, -for this keeps
caving . They must often roll to the bottom again .
Apparently the E. i-nsculpta. are in the very midst of their
laying now . As we entered the north end of this rye-
field, I saw what I took to be a hawk fly up from the
south end, though it may have been a crow . It was soon
pursued by srn.,tll birds . / When I got there I found an
L' . inscillpla oil its bacl~ with its head and feet drawn
ill and niotionl', , ss, and what looked like the track of a
vrow on the .sand . l ;mloul>tcdly the bird which I saw
lead lwcn pcclong .3t it, .inch perhaps they get many of the
eggs t

Common blue {lag, how long?

.Tune

	

ill. - To Assabct Bath.
The fertile Salix alba is conspicuous now at a dis-

tance, in fruit, being yellowish and drooping . Hear the
parti-colored warbler . Examine the stone-heaps . One
is now a foot above water and quite sharp . They con-
tain, apparently freshly piled up, from a wheelbarrow
to a cartload of stones ; but I can finch no ova in them .
I sec a musquash dive head foremost (as lie is swimrrning)ill the usual way, being scared by me, but without mak-
ing mly noise.
Saw a p : :intc , d turtle on the gravelly bank just south

of the h<i 0i-place, v,-est side ' and suspected that she had
just laid (it was rnid-afternoon) . So, examining the
ground, I found the surface covered with loose lichens,

I Fidc June 11th, 1860 .
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etc., about one foot behind her, and digging, found five
eggs just laid one and a half or two inches deep, under
one side . It is remarkable how firmly they are packed
in the soil, rather hard to extract, though but just buried .
I notice that turtles which have just commenced digging
will void considerable water when you take them up.
This they appear to have carried up to wet the ground
with .
Saw half a dozen Emys insculpta preparing to dig

now at mid-afternoon, and one or two had begun at
the most gravelly spot there ; but they would not pro-
ceed while I watched, though I waited nearly half an
hour, but either rested perfectly still with heads drawn
partly in, or, when a little further off, stood warily
looking about with their necks stretched out, turning
their dark and anxious-looking heads about . It seems
a very earnest and pressing business they are upon.
They have but a short season to do it in, and they run
many risks .
Having succeeded in finding the E . pitta's eggs, I

thought I would look for the E . insc-ulpta's at Abel
IIosmer's rye-field . So, looking carefully to see where
the ground had been recently disturbed, I dug with my
hand and could directiy feel the passage to the eggs,
and so discovered two or three nests with their large
and long eggs, -five eggs in one of them. It seems,
then, that if you look carefully soon after the eggs are
laid in such a place, you can find the nests, thousrh
rain or even a dewy night might conceal the spot . I
saw half a dozen E. insculpta digging at mid-afternoon .
Near a wall thereabouts, saw a little woodchuck,
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about a third grown, resting still on the grass within
a rocl of me, as gray as tile oldest are . but it soon rail
into the wall .

EdNvard Roar has seen the triosteum out, and Tuphor-
hia Cyhariss2:as (how lon(, ?), and a Rcrphauus Raplua-
n.i .stru?n., the last at Waltham, also Eriophorum poly-
stca.chaton .

June 12 . Mains all clay . A-lush water falls .

[JUNE 11

June 13 . Louring all day.
I'. AT . -To Ledum Swamp.
Lambkill, maybe one clay .

great apple tree front of the Miles house I hear young
pigeon woodpeckers .
The ledum is apparently past prime . The Kalmia

glauca and the Andromeda Polifolia are done, the
kahnia just clone . The ledum has grown three or four
inches (,is well as the andromeda) . It has a rather
agreeable fragrance, between turpentine and straw-
berries . It is rather strong and penetrating, and some-
times reminds tile of the peculiar scent of a bee . The
young leaves, bruised and touched to the nose, even
make it smart . It is the young and expanding ledum
leaves which are so fragrant . There is a yellow fungus
common on its leaves, and a 'black one on the andro
meda .

	

The G'acciu.ia.?n Oxycoccus grows here and is
ahumlaritly out ; some clays certainly . I hear and see
the parli-colored warbler, blue yellow-backed, here
on the spruce trees . It probably breeds here . Also,
within three feet of tile edge of the pond-hole, where

Strawberries . In the
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I- can hardly stand in india-rubber shoes without the
water flowing over them, a large ant-hill swarming
with ants, - though not on tile surface because of the
mizzling rain . One of the prevailing front-rank plants
here, standing in the sphagnum and water, is the
clodea.

I see a song sparrow's nest here in a little spruce just
by the mouth of the ditch . It rests on the thick branches
fifteen inches from the ground, firmly made of coarse
sedge without, lined with finer, and then a little hair,
small within, - a very thick, firm, and portable nest,
an inverted cone ;-four eggs . They build them in
a peculiar manner in these sphagnums swamps, elevated
apparently on account, of water and of different ma-
terials .

	

Some of the eggs have quite a blue ground .
Go to Conantum end.

	

The Rubus frondosus will
not bloom apparently for a day or two, though the
villosus is apparently in prime there .

	

I hear the pecul-
iar notes of young bluebirds that have flown . Arenaria
lateriflora, how long?
The Scheuchzeria palustris, now in flower and going

to seed, grows at Ledum Pool, as at Gowing's Swamp.
See now in meadows, for the most part going to seed,
Carex scoparia, with its string of oval beads ; and C .
lupulina,' with its inflated perigynia ; also what I take
to be C. stipata, with a dense, coarse, somewhat sharp
triangular mass of spikelets ;
string of little star-like burs .
slender-peduncled C. debilis.

Catbirds hatched .
' [Two interrogation-points in pencil bere .l

also C, . stellulata, with a
The delicate, pendulous,
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Jnn.e 14 . Miss Pratt brings me the fertile barberry

from northeast the great yellow birch . The stami-
nate is apparently effete. Young partridges, when ?

1' . l1 . - To Go«6ng's Swamp.
I notice interrupted ferns, which were killed, fruit

and all, by the frosts of tlae, 28th and 29th of May,
now coming up afresh from the root . The barren fronds
stern to have stood it better .

See in a meadow a song sparrow's nest with three
eggs, and another egg just buried level with the bot-
tom of the nest .

	

Probably it is one of a previous Inying,
wlaich the bird considered addled .

	

I find it to be not
at all developed, near vet spoiled .
Common garden colnnalaine, broad and purple, by

roadside, fifty rods below James ~Yright's .
The river is raised surprisingly lay the rain of the

12t1a .

	

The Mill Brook has been over the Turnpike.

June 15 . Rains steadily again, and we have had no
clear weather since the 11th . The river is remarkably
high, far higher than before, this year, and is rising.
I can paddle into and all about the willowy meadow
southwest of Island . I lead, indeed, anticipated this
on account of the remarkable lowness of the river in
tlie sln- 111" .

Tlaat coarse grass in the Island meadow which grows
in full circles, as can the (great Alcadows, is wool-grass,
tliongla halt little blooms . Sonae is now fairly in bloom
and it lugs die dark bracts of what I observed on
the Great .INlcadows . The peculiarly circular form of
the patches, sometimes their projecting edges being the

18581 PLANTS GROWING IN CIRCLES 495

arcs of circles, is very obvious now that the lower and
different grass around is under water . Many plants
have a similar habit of growth . The Osmunda regal i.s,
growing in very handsome hollow circles, or sometimes
only crescents or arcs of circles, is now generally
a peculiarly tender green, - its delicate fronds, -
but some has begun to go to seed and look brown .
Hollow circles, one or two feet to a rod in diameter .
These two are more obvious when, as now, all the rest
of the meadow is covered with water . That large grass,
five feet high, of the river brink is now just begun .
Can it be blue-joint, or Calamagrostis Canadensis 2'

.Tune 16 .

	

P. AT. -To Staples's '_Meadow Wood.
It is pleasant to paddle over the meadows now, at

this time of flood, and look down on the various meadow
plants,for you can see more distinctly quite to the bottom
than ever . A few sedges are very common and promi-
nent, one, the tallest and earliest, now gone and going
to seed, which I do not make out, also the Carex sco-
paria and the C . stellulata .

	

How will the water affect
these plants, standing thus long over them? The
head of every sedge that now rises above the surface

is swarming with insects which have taken refuge from
the flood on it, --beetles, grasshoppers, spiders, cat-
erpillars, etc . How many must have been destroyed!

No doubt thousands of birds' nests have been de-
stroyed by the flood, - blackbirds', bobolinks', song
sparrows', etc . I see a robin's nest high above the water

with the young just dead and the old bird in the water,
1 Probably phalaris .
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apparently killed by the abundance of rain, and after-
ward I see a fresh son; sparrow's nest which has been
flooded and destroyed . Two sternothxrus which I
smell of have no scent to-day .
Looking into Hubbard's Pool, I at length see one

of the minims which I put into it . I brought the last
here April 30th . It is now a little perch about an inch
and a quarter long ; it was then about a quarter of an
inch long . I can now sec the transverse bars a rod off.
It is swimming actively round and round the pool,
but avoids the quite shallow water of the edges, so it
sloes not get larndlocked or lost in the weedy overflowed
edges . I put twenty or thirty into this pool in all .
They grow very fast, then, at last .

Carrion-flower, how long ? Not long . How agreeable
and wholesome the fragrance of the low blackberry
blossom, reminding me of all the rosaceous fruit-
bearing plants, so near and dear to our humanity!
It is one of the most deliciously fragrant flowers, re-
minding of wholesome fruits .

I see a yellow-spotted turtle digging its hole at mid-
afternoon, but, like the last of this species I saw, it
changed its place after I saw it, and I did not get an
egg ; it is so Nvarv. Some turtles must lay in pretty low
fields, or else make a much longer excursion than I
think thev do, the water in which they dwell is so far
from liigl .i land .
Among tlie geraniums which now spot the wood or

sproutAind paths, I see some with very broad, short,
rounded petals, malting a smaller but full round flower.
The yalix niyru appears to be quite done .
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Edward Emerson, Edward Bartlett, and Storrow
Higginson come to ask me the names of some eggs
to-night . They have the egg of the warbling vireo,'

-much like the pepe's, but smaller . They tell of a
hen-hawk's nest seen the 6th, with two eggs . They
have also, undoubtedly, the egg of the purple finch, seen
first two or three weeks ago, and they bring me two

nests and one egg . Both these nests were in small fir

trees, one by the Lee house (that was), Joe Barrett's,

and the other in the New Burying-Ground . The last

appeared to have been spoiled by the rain and was

against the main stem and contained four fresh eggs,

they say, the 14th ; the other had five eggs two days

earlier ; both near the top . The egg is a little more

than three quarters of an inch long by nearly five

eighths at the bigger end, and so of another from the

other nest, rather more slender, - a tapering pale

bluish-green egg, with blackish-brown and also dull

slate-colored spots and streaks about the larger end

and a few very fine spots on the other parts . The Lee

nest is somewhat like a hair-bird's, though larger .

They are both about four inches wide, outside to out-

side, and two and a half high, two and a quarter to two

and a half [in] diameter within, and one and a quarter

to one and a half deep . Y The Lee house one (which

had the egg in it) is composed externally of many

small weed stems - apparently lepidium, lechea -

and root-fibres, and the inner part is very thick and

substantial, of root-fibres and bark-shreds and a little

' Or is it not vcllow-throated vireo's?

	

Vide nest .

	

From a maple

near Hemlocks, Assabet.
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cow's hair, lined with much horsehair.

	

The other is
:r little less substantial, externally of pinweed and ap-
lxrrcntly hypericum stems ,in(] root-fibres and within
of root-fibres lined with much fine and soft bark-shreds .
Edward Bartlett brings me a crow's nest, one of

several which he found in maple trees, twenty or thirty
feet from ground, in a swamp near Copan, and in this
lie found an addled egg . The mass of twigs which was
its foundation were too loose and bulky to be brought
away, - half a wheelbarrow-load, at least, chiefly
maple, eighteen inches long and a quarter of an inch
wide .

	

The rest or inner portion of the nest, which part
is ten or twelve inches in diameter, about two inches
thick, and slightly concave, is composed almost wholly
of coarse strips of grape-vine bar],, with some finer,
apparently maple, barl:-shreds and some hair and hog's
bristles, perhaps of carrion carried to its young here-
tofore ; and the under part is loosely earthy to some
extent.

June 17 . P . Al . -To hawk's nest .
One egg is hatched since the Stlr, and the young bird,

all down, -,vitli a tinge" of fawn or cinnamon, lies motion-
less on its breast vritlr its heal down and is already
al~~xit four inches long! ,1n ] ,,our or two after, J see the
old hawk pursue a stake-driver which 'was flying over
this spot, dartin,,^ clown at hire and driving him off .

Tlie shkc-driver comes heating along, like a long,
rnigainly craft, or a revenue cutter, looking into the
lurrbors, arld if it finds a fisherman there, standing out
err ;*yin .
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See a painted turtle digging at mid-afternoon . I have

only to look at dry fields or banks near water to find
the turtles laying there afternoons.

June 18 . How dogs will resort to carrion, a dead
cow or horse, half buried, no matter how stale, - the
best-bred and petted village dogs, and there gorge
themselves with the most disgusting offal by the hour,

as if it were a season of fainine! Surely they are foul
creatures that we make cossets of .

P, ?\I. - To Walden to see a bird's nest, a red-eye's,

in a small white pine ; nest not so high as my head; still

laying . A boy climbs to the cat owl's nest and casts

down what is left of it, - a few short sticks and some

earthy almost turfy foundation, as if it were the ac-

cumulation of years . Beside much black and white
skunk-hair, there are many fishes' scales (!) intimately

mixed with its substance, and some skunk's bones .

E . Bartlett has found three bobolinks' nests . One

or more of them lie thinks has been covered by the

recent flood . A little boy brings me an egg of Wilson's

thrush, which he found in a nest in a low bush about

a foot from the ground.
Coming across the level pasture west of E . Hubbard's

swamp, toward Emerson's, I find a young Emys in-

sculpta, apparently going to lay, though she had not

dug a hole . It was four and a quarter inches long by

three and a half wide, and altogether the handsomest

turtle of this species, if not of anv, that I have ever seen .

It was quite fresh and perfect, Jwithout wound or im-

perfection ; its claws quite sharp and slender, and [Ire
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annual strict so distinct on all the scales above and
below that I could count them with case . It was nine
years old, though it would be like an infant among
turtles, the successive stricte being perfectly parallel
at equal distances apart. The sternum, with a large
black spot on the rear angle of each scale and else-
where a rich brown color, even reminded me of the
turtle-shell of commerce . While its upper shell was of
a uniform wholesome brown, very prettily marked in-
deed, not only by the outlines of the scales, but more
distinctly by the lines of prominences raying out from
the starting-point of each scale, perfectly preserved
in each year's growth, a most elaborate coat of mail,
worthy the lifelong labor of some reptilian Vulcan .
This must have been a belle among the E. insculpta .
Nevertheless I did discover that all the claws but one
of one hind foot were gone! Had not a bird pecked them
off? So liable are they to injury in their long lives .
Then they are so well-behaved ; can be taken up and
brought ]ionic in your pocket, and make no unseemly
efforts to escape . The upper shell was remarkably
spreading and curving upward on the rear edges .

June 10 . Saturday . I do not hear the night-warbler
so often as a few weeks ago . Birds generally do not sing
SO tt111111,lttlonsly .
Storrow IIigginsoll and other boys have found this

forenooll at Flint's Potld one
111e ground. Also showed me one, of five eggs, far ad-
vamvd, they found there in a nest some fourteen feet
{ii l~ i1i a r;len~lr 1° 11~ ;tIa1 ~~alsliz :}~' . Ill,tcc(l between n1any

or more vccry-nests on
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upright shoots, many dry leaves outside . It is a slender
clear-blue egg, more slender and pointed at the small
end than the robin's, and he says the bird was thrush-
like with a pencilled breast . It is probably the wood
thrush.' He saw one or two other similar nests, he
thought, not yet completed . Also showed me an egg,
which answers to the description of the tanager's .
Two fresh eggs in small white oak sapling, some four-
teen feet from ground. 2 They saw a tanager near.'
P . M. - To Bateman's Pond.
The swamp-pink, apparently not long, and the ma.ple-

leaved viburnum, a little longer, but quite early . Some

of the calla is going to seed .
See an oven-bird's nest with two eggs and one young

one just hatched . The bird flits out low, and is, I think,

the same kind that I saw flit along the ground and trail

her wings to lead me off day before yesterday .

June N. P . M. - By boat to Holden Swamp.
I heard that snapping sound against a pad on the

surface, and at the same time saw a pad knocked up
several inches, and a ripple in the water there as when

a pickerel darts away. I should say without doubt some

fish had darted there against the pad, perhaps at an

insect on the under side .
Got the marsh hawk's egg, which was addled . I

' Saw it the 23d, and it is apparently this bird . It is some ten rods

south along path beyond the clearing, opposite a stone turned over .

Vide 23d . Vide July 31st .
s Similarly placed to the hermit (?) thrush's of three pages for-

ward.
I have one egg . Vide 23d .
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noticed on the 17th that the hawk (my marsh hawk)
was off her nest and soaring above the wood late in
the afternoon, as I was returning .

I notice that when turtles are floating dead their
necks and legs are stretched out . I have seen them this
year of every kind but the meleagris and cistudo, in-
cluding a snapping turtle with shell some nine inches
long, floating or lying dead . What kills them?

I wade about Holden Swamp, looking for birds'
nests . The spruce there are too thin-foliaged for nests,
though I hear a pepe expressing anxiety, and also
song sparrows . See the redstart and hear many; also
hear the blue yellmT-backs .
Walking in the white pine wood there, I find that

my shoes and, indeed, my hat are covered with the
greenish-yellow polled of the white pines, which is
now being shed abundantly and covers like a fine meal
all the plants and shrubs of the forest floor . I never
noticed it in such abundance before . My shoes are
green-yellow, or yellow-green, even the next day with it.

Dangle-berry well out, how long ?

	

Potentilla Nor-
vegica, how long? What is that sedge with a long beale,
some time out of bloom, now two feet high, common
just north of new stone bridge? Vide pressed one .

I see that the French have a convenient word, aunaie,
also spelt avlnaie and aulnage, etc ., signifying a grove
of alders . It reminds me of their other convenient word
used by Rasle, cabanage .

.here 21 . Vide at Cambridge, apparently in prime,
Silem, itzflata. ; also, in a rich grass-field on Sacramento
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Street, what may be Turritis glabra (? ), also in prime,
the last three or four feet high. Both pressed .

Talked with Mr. Bryant at the Natural History
Rooms. He agrees with Kneeland in thinking that what
I call the myrtle-bird's is the white-throat sparrow's
note . Bryant killed one Down East in summer of '56.
He has lived the last fifteen years at Cohasset, and also
knows the birds of Cambridge, but talks of several
birds as rare which are common in Concord, such as
the stake-driver, marsh hawk (have neither of their
eggs in the collection), Savannah sparrow, the passerina

much rarer, and I think purple finch, etc . Never heard
the tea-lee note of myrtle-bird ( ? ) in this State . Their
large hawk is the red-shouldered, not hen-hawk. He
thinks that the sheldrake of the Maine lakes is the

merganser, the serrator belonging rather to the sea-

coast . Of the two little dippers or grebes, he thought

the white-breasted one would be the commonest, which
has also a slender bill, while the other has a brownish
breast and a much thicker bill .
The egg of the Turdus solitarius in the collection

is longer, but marked very much like the tanager's,
only paler-brown . They have also the egg of the T .

brunnevs, the other hermit thrush, not common here.

June 22 . Edward Bartlett found what he calls two

bobolinks' nests some weeks ago, with each six eggs .

	

I

have one of the nests .

	

There is but little of it, composed
simply of some flexible grass without and finer within,

kept in form by the thick tussock or tuft of meadow-grass

at the bottom and in the midst of which it is placed .
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He shows me, also, one of three eggs found the 20th

in Gourgas's wood-lot, within a rod of the roadside,
in a small slender oak (eighteen feet high), about four-
teen feet from the ground, about fifteen rods north of
Britton's corner, in a grove, -,vhere two or three small
branches left the main stem ; eggs somewhat advanced.
Says the bird was a thrush of sonic kind . The egg is
one inch by five eighths, rather slender, faint-blue, and
quite generally spotted with distinct rather reddish
brown, inclining to small streaky blotches, though es-
pecially at the larger end, not pale-brown like that de-
scribed [on the preceding] page. Can it be the 7'urdus
solitari-us ?'
Mowing the June grass about our house a few days

ago, I disturbed several toads squatted deep in the
rankest grass near the house, and wounded one or two
with the scythe . They appear to love such cool and
shady retreats by day, hopping out at night and in the
rain .

I see in the river a little pickerel, not quite two inches
long, which must have been hatched this year, and
probably as early as the perch, since they have more
to grow .

I notice, after tipping the water out of my boat under
the willows, much evidently pine pollen adhering to
the inside of the boat along the water-line . Did it fall
into it during my excursiou to Holden's Swamp the
20th, or has it floated through the air thus far? z

' I have the egg.

	

G'ide Dec . 7th, 1858 .

	

Pile my note to Wilson's
hermit thrush .

' Vidr Jung ?)st, 1860 .
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About the grassy island in front of the Rock, grows
abundantly, apparently the Carex criuita, with about
four long pendulous fertile spikes and one barren,
two and a half feet high and long since done. I think
that I first noticed willow down floating on the river
about the 16th .

Observe a painted turtle laying or digging at 5 P. m.
She has not excavated any hole, but has already watered
the ground, and, as usual when I take her up under
these circumstances, passes more water .

June 23 .

	

P. M. - With some boys to Flint's Pond,
to see the nests mentioned on last [two pages] . The
hermit (?) thrush's nest referred to on last page is
a rather shallow nest of loose construction, though suf-
ficiently thick-bottomed, about five inches in diameter
and hardly one deep within, externally of rather coarse
and loosely arranged stubble, chiefly everlasting stems
with the flowers yet emitting some fragrance, some
whorled loosestrife with the seed-vessels, etc ., etc . ;
within, finer grass and pine-needles . Yet the grass is
as often bent angularly as curved regularly to form
the nest .
The tanager's nest of the 19th is four and a half

to five inches wide and an inch or more deep, con-
siderably open to look through ; the outside, of
many very slender twigs, apparently of hemlock, some
umbelled pyrola with seed-vessels, everlasting, etc . ;
within, quite round and regular, of very slender or

fine stems, apparently pinweed or the like, and pine-
needles ; hardly any grass stubble about it . The egg
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is a regular oval nine tenths of an inch long by twenty-
seven fortieths, pale-blue, sprinkled with purplish-
brown spots, thickest on the larger end . To-day there
are three rather fresh eggs in this nest . Neither going
nor returning do we see anything of the tanager, and
conclude it to be deserted, but perhaps she stays
away from it long .
That rather low wood along the path which runs

parallel with the shore of Flint's Pond, behind the
rock, is evidently a favorite place for veery-nests . I
have seen three there . One lately emptied I got to-
day, amid the dry leaves by some withered ferns . It
is composed externally o£ a mass of much withered
oak leaves, thick and pretty well stuck together, plas-
tered or stuck down over the rim, is five to six inches
in diameter and four high, two and a half wide within,
and very deep, more than two inches . Next to the
leaves come bark-shreds, apparently maple bark, and
the lining is of a little fine grass, pine-needles, apparently
a little hypnum root-fibre . A very deep well-shaped
and rounded cavity .

	

Saw another with two eggs in it,
one a much lighter blue than the other.

	

This was by
the path leading toward the rock, amid some sprouts
at the base of a sapling oak, elevated about six inches
above the general level (the vecry's) . It was a deep, firm
nest three quarters of an inch thick, outwardly oak and
chestnut leaves, then rather coarse bark-shreds, maple
or oak, lined with the same and a few dark root-fibres .
What that empty nest partly of mud, with conspicu-

ous saliva, on a middle-sized maple, against main stem,
near wood thrush's ?
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In the case of the hermit ( ?) thrush, wood thrush,

and tanager's, each about fourteen feet high in slender

saplings, you had to climb an adjacent tree in order

to reach them.
A male redstart seen, and often heard . What a little

fellow!
Lysimachia quadrifblia, how long? and veiny-leaved

hawkweed, how long? Get an egg out of a deserted
bank swallow's nest, in a bank only about four feet

high dug in the spring for a bank wall near Everett's .

The nest is flatfish and lined abundantly with the small,

somewhat downy, naturally curved feathers of poultry .

Egg pure white, long, oval, twenty-seven fortieths by

eighteen fortieths of an inch .
Take two eggs out of the oviduct of an E. insculpta,

just run over in the road .
They have lately cooked a snapping turtle at Mrs.

Wetherbee's, eggs and all, and she thinks there were

just forty-two of them!

June 24 . Very hot weather.
!lralia hispida at Cliffs . Epilobium, how long?
Storrow Higginson gives me a bobolink's egg . It

is a regular oval, seven eighths by five eighths inch .

It is a dark cream-color with pretty large spots of brown,

sometimes blackish, chiefly at the large end, and

faint, more internal pale-purplish spots equally

persed .

very
dis-

June 25 . P. M. - To Conantum .
Hotter than yesterday and, like it, muggy or close .
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So hazy can see no mountains . In many spots in the
road and by edge of rye-fields the reflected heat is al-
most suffocating . 93° at 1 P. m.
At my perch pool I hear the pebbly sound of frogs,

and some, perhaps below the middle size, hop in be-
fore I see them . I suspect that this sound is not made
by the bullfrog, but by thefbntinalis or palustri&
In the meadow or partly included in the west end of

Hubbard's Grove, a smooth, rather flaccid rush with
roundish spikes, say twenty inches high, apparently
fresh, somewhat flava-like .

Sitting on the Conantum house sill (still left), I see
two and perhaps three young striped squirrels, two-
thirds grown, within fifteen or twenty feet, one or more
on the wall and another on the ground . Their tails
are rather imperfect, as their bodies . They are run-
ning about, yet rather feebly, nibbling the grass, etc .,
or sitting upright, looking very cunning . The broad
white line above and below the eye make it look very
long as well as large, and the black and white stripes
on its sides, curved as it sits, are very conspicuous
and pretty .

	

Who striped the squirrel's side?

	

Several
times I saw two approach each other and playfully
and, as it were, affectionately put their paws and noses
to each other's faces . Yet this was done very deliber-
ately and affectionately .

	

There was no rudeness nor ex
cessive activity in their sport .

	

At length the old one
appears, larger and much more bluish, and shy, and,
with a sharp cluck or chip, calls the others gradually
to her and draws them off along the wall, they from
time to time frisking ahead of her, then she ahead of

1858] TWO WOOD PEWEES' NESTS
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them . The hawks must get many of these inexperienced
creatures .
The Rubus frondosus is hardly past prime, while the

villosus is almost wholly done here . Just south the wall
at Bittern Cliff, the Panicum latifolium, hardly yet, with
some leaves almost an inch and a half wide .
We bathe at Bittern Cliff .

	

The water is exceedingly
warm near the surface, but refreshingly cold four or
five feet beneath . There must be twenty degrees dif-
ference at least .' The ground under the white pines
is now strewn with the effete flowers, like an excre-
ment.' I notice an apparent female bullfrog, with a
lustrous greenish (not yellow) throat.

June 97 .

	

Sunday .

	

P. DI. - Up Assabet .
Land at old mill-site and walk through the Lee Woods

looking for birds' nests . See an Attacus luna in the
shady path, smaller than I have seen before . At first
it appears unable or unwilling to fly, but at length
it flutters along and upward two or three rods into
an oak tree, and there hangs inconspicuous amid the
leaves .
Find two wood pewees' nests, made like the one I

have. One on a dead horizontal limb of a small oak,
fourteen feet from ground, just on a horizontal fork
and looking as old as the limb, color of the branch,
three eggs far advanced . The other, with two eggs,
was in a similar position exactly over a fork, but on
a living branch of a slender white oak, eighteen feet

1 [Queried in the margin.]
2 Also July 4th, 1860, turned reddish, as the pitch pine earlier .
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from ground ; lichens without, then pine-needles, lined
witli usnea, willow down. Both nests three to five feet
from main stern .

June 28 .

	

P. M. - To broom .
The erect potentilla is a distinct. variety, with dif-

ferently formed leaves as well as different time of flow-
cring, and not the same plant at a different season .
Have I treated it as such ?
The Genista tinctoria has been open apparently a

week . It has a pretty and lively effect, reminding me
for some reason of the poverty-grass . Mountain laurel
on east side of the rocky Boulder Field wood is ap-
parently in prime .

I see in many places little barberry bushes just come
up densely in the cow-clung, like young apple trees,
the berries having been eaten by the cows . Here they
find manure and an open space for the first year at
least, when they are not choked by grass or weeds .
In this way, evidently, many of these clumps of bar-
berries are commenced .
I notice that the ostrya, when growing in woods,

has a remarkable spread for the size of its trunk, more
than any tree, methinks .
Cymbidium, how ]on( , ? Epilobium coloratura, how

long? We find in the Botrvchium Swamp fine wiry
asparagus plants, six inches high, with the seeds at
bottom, apparently planted by birds, but no plants
two years old . There are fertile bayberry bushes fif-
teen rods east of yellow birch and six south of apple
tree .

1858] BATHING 511

June 29 . P . M. - To Walden .
Bathing in the cove by railroad . When I hold my

head near the surface and look down, in two or three
feet of water, the bottom appears concave, just as the
sky does . How interesting the water-target's slender
gelatinous stem and leaves, reminding me of the plants
in aquaria!

END OF VOLUME %




